**COMPANY PROFILE**

*AL-DAHNA* is an Information Technology Services company that specializes in providing dependable and innovative IT solutions and services for your business.

We are Stockiest and Resellers for all kinds of IT Accessories for Laptops, Desktops, Servers, Printers, and Plotters, cartridges, toners. All Computer Accessories like Hard disk, RAM (Memory), Flash Memory, Mouse, Keyboard, LCD's etc. Laptop Accessories like, Bags, chargers, batteries,

*AL-DAHNA* provides its customers with leading products and updated technology from around the world vendors (HP, IBM, Dell, Lenovo, Genius, Intex, Eaton, Intel, L, Samsung, Systemax, Cisco etc.)

**THE AL-DAHNA ADVANTAGE**

*AL-DAHNA* is committed to helping our customers accelerate business innovation through technology. In every engagement, we use a set of proven methodologies that guide our work. And, we strive to balance leading-edge technology innovation with cost-effective, reliable, secure, and adaptive IT solutions that meet or exceed our customers’ needs.

**• ABOUT US**

In Today’s merging technologies, we realize a successful approach must employ converging solution strategies. However, theories alone do not yield successes; disciplined, knowledgeable people do. In every engagement, you will find us deploying seasoned professionals with vast IT experiences in multiple disciplines and industries that can comprehend end to end processes, analyze needs, and build or configure the right solution.

*AL-DAHNA* is well known for the quality of services in the field of Information Technology products. Having rapidly growing sales channels over the Kingdom, we have the most professional and solid reseller channels spread throughout the Kingdom. To provide direct assistance to our reseller Kingdom wide, we offer quick and accurate support and consultancy. Our reseller therefore can deliver professional and localized services to end-users.

Efficient distribution system has been adapted to ensure supply of right products at the right time for consumers both at local and international markets. We are also involved in LAN/WAN Wireless projects and we have Management Information Systems (MIS) and GIS expertise. Our I.T/ICT Staff has National and International experiences in various projects.
Fulfilling special or custom life-cycle requirements is common practice for IT distributors. Our offerings include integration of system components; vendor owned and managed inventory, logistical support, distribution services and IT optimization solutions. Our consulting practice equips decision makers with a centralized view of all system, network and application information to keep the business and IT operations working in concert. As IT distributors’ commitment to deliver the finest technologies available, along with our breadth of technical and management expertise, produces comprehensive, integrated solutions for your business.

Being IT distributors accelerates time to results on business investments. We can help you cut costs while reducing complexity, simplify vendor management and

Resource coordination, economizes corporate assets and resources, and extend the overall value and reach of your enterprise.

Our services and solutions are designed to help your organization achieve:

- **Efficiency** – Consolidating your hardware, storage, databases, applications and processes enables you to lower costs and more efficiently manage your IT environment.
- **Agility** – Streamlined design, creation and deployment of your solutions utilizing our integration program liberates your resources to support your core competencies.
- **Value** – By integrating with your supply chain, we can support your logistics requirements and cost-effectively manage your inventory.

**SERVICES**

In order to constantly achieve your preferred results, projects handled by AL-DAHNA are always conducted in complete collaboration between our skilled project team and consultants. Our scope of services ranges from preliminary requirements analysis to post-go-live assistance.

Our experienced team is capable of delivering cross area support and consulting in all IT related fields. AL-DAHNA employs certified professionals in the following areas who can be at your fingertips to provide you with the knowledge and advice you need:

Our mission is to interpret technology developments in a practical manner that benefits our clients' business and to implement every process to its full potential, be it in business systems, end user training or in consultancy. At AL-DAHNA, we provide a complete range of IT Solutions to meet the requirements of our clients.
**Information Technology Solutions**

**Network Solutions**

*AL-DAHNA* offers a wide range of network solutions but not limited to new network setup, modification of an existing network, Server/Network Maintenance, System Administration, Anti-Spam Setup, Firewall setup, Installation of Application servers, Mail Servers etc.

**Hardware Solutions**

*AL-DAHNA* a proven leader in computer supplies, maintenance and information technology. Provides our client with hardware support for all types of PC's, Printers, Peripherals equipment, scanners, plotters, projectors, copy machine, laptops, UPS system, IT security solutions and more....

**Software Solutions**

*AL-DAHNA* offers different types of software solutions to meet its wide customer base requirements. A few of which are Custom software development, Packaged Software development, ERP Solutions, Dynamic website Design & Development Solutions etc.

**Web Design solutions**

- Graphic Design
- Multimedia Animations
- Domain Name Registration
- Web Hosting Space
- Email Accounts
- Bulk SMS Marketing Services
- Email Marketing Services
- Saudi Executive Database
- Online Marketing - SEO
- Product Design & Industrial Design
- Print Media: Corporate Logo Design & Branding
- Digital Imaging & Flash Videos
- Architectural Visualizations & Face Book Application Developers

**AI-Dahna Offers Complete Web, Design & Development Solutions:**

- Domain Name Registration
- Web Hosting Space or Server Space
- Flash Websites : Customized Website Designing– English & Arabic Websites
- Interactive Designing, Graphic Art, Email Flyers, Multimedia & Visual Animations.
- Flash Intros or Splash Pages. Flash Headers & Advertising Banners.
- BLOG : Complete Package : ( Domain Name + Blog Design + Development + Web Hosting )
- Online Audio & Video Streaming Solutions.
- Website Re-designing & Maintenance.
- HTML, PHP, Asp.net, Database Websites, Application Forms & Guest Book etc.
- Image Gallery & Zoom Effects, Flip Page, 3D Tilt viewer, Auto viewer, Postcard Viewer, etc.
• Navigation Maps & External hyper Links.
• Subscription Options: Newsletters, Magazines, PDF & Word Downloads etc.

Print Media Solutions:

• 3D Logo Design & Corporate Brand Naming
• Graphics & Email Flyers Design or Newsletters
• Business cards & Brochure, Office Stationary, CD Envelops & CD Stickers etc.

Training Solutions

AL-DAHNA takes every opportunity to train the client’s personnel at regular intervals during the project duration.

• BUSINESS PARTNERS

AL-DAHNA provides its customers with leading products and updated technology from around the world vendors.

We are Stockiest and Resellers for all kinds of IT Securities products, Networking solutions, backup tapes, printer cartridges, all types of memories, server cabinets and cable management.
• CONTACTS.

Showroom & Office

Al-Dossary Towers
Shop No.229, 2nd Floor
Al-Khobar - Saudi Arabia
Telephone: +966 3 896 0344
Facsimile: +966 3 896 0344
E-mail info@aldahnatech.com

www.aldahnatech.com

Contact Persons.

MR. MOHAMMAD MOHIUDDIN ALI
Sales Manager
mohiuddin@aldahnatech.com
MOBILE: 966506111680

MR. MOHAMMAD RIAZUDDIN ALI
Project Manager
riaz@aldahnatech.com
MOBILE: 966506082795